
 

Conquest PB155 
Mid Size Industrial Sweeper 

Key features: 

 Heavy duty mid sized sweeper 

 1300mm sweep width with main broom and one side broom; 
covers large areas quickly and efficiently and allows access 
into confined areas 

 15,500m2 per hour sweeping capacity based on maximum 
speed of machine 

 Single side broom to clean right up to the edge of objects 
with an additional side broom option available taking sweep 
path to1550mm  

 8m2 washable polyester filter lasts five times longer that of 
panel filters used by other sweepers  

 Electric filter cleaner; activated by operator with the flick of a 
switch to automatically shake the dust out of the filter into 
the waste hopper 

 Horizontally installed filter; allows dust to fall naturally out 
of the filter when shaken decreasing the need to remove 
filter for cleaning 

 300 litre steel waste hopper capacity with hydraulic dump 
height of 1400mm; large capacity for longer sweeping 
periods and will dump into most standard skip bins  

 Hydraulic drive (no belts); direct drive means low 
maintenance  

 Variable speed from 0 to 10 km per hour; gives operator 
precise control  

 Overall length of 2040mm increases turning capacity and 
manoeuvrability 

 Solid tyres; eliminates all the hassles of correct tyre pressures and costly downtime of punctures 

 Hydrostatic transmission; single foot pedal for forward and reverse control 

 Self levelling, spring loaded brush eliminates the need for adjustment to suit operating conditions 

 Amber strobe light standard equipment; meets OH & S requirements 

 Stainless steel waste hopper flap; the only sweeper in the world with this feature; eliminates 



 

corrosion of the flap which would require continual replacement 

 Direct throw sweeping system; directs debris straight into hopper as opposed to sweepers where 
the debris has to roll up and over the brush. This means A) brush has to rotate faster increasing 
wear and B) as brush wears constant adjustment is needed to ensure correct sweeping 

 Heavy duty, powder coated steel construction; provides long life, is resilient in all terrains, offers 
excellent corrosion resistance and sustains heavy use 

 A full range of power sources available to suit both indoor and outdoor sweeping applications 

 Cyclone pre-filter and Donaldson air filter for extra engine protection 

 Wide finned radiator reduces risk of dust build up increasing engine efficiency and life  

 Full local parts, service and support from PowerVac  
 
Key Features of the Conquest PB155 
 

                                

 

          

 

 

Powerful sweeping system with 

excellent sweeping results 

Rugged large area polyester 

filter with 5 year life 

Large solid steel waste hopper 

and electric filter shaker for 

excellent dust control 

Solid steel construction and all 

hydraulic functions for reliability 

Easy no tool brush changes 
Hydraulic dumping of waste 

direct to skip bin, no manual 

handling required 



 

Options: 

 Front and rear lights kit 

 Left (twin) side broom   

 Dust control for side broom 

 Open Cabin 

 Pneumatic wheels 

 

Conquest PB155 Technical Specifications 

Power Supply Options 

Lombardini 27 HP Diesel 

Kubota 31 HP LPG 

36V Battery (Traction Pack) 

Working width main broom 1000 mm 

Working width with single 

side broom 
1300 mm 

Sweeping speed Up to 10 km/h 

Max theoretical 

performance 
15,500 m²/hour 

Capacity 300 L 

Filter Area 8m² 

Dump Height Up to 1400 mm 

Dimensions L x W x H (mm) 2040 x 1330 x 1430 

 

    

Easy and safe to operate with  

simple controls, power steering,  

and flashing light as standard 

 

 

Rugged sweeping machine with 

300L hopper capacity and 

hydraulic dump of waste up to 

1400mm 

        

Industrial grade motors, or heavy 

duty traction battery pack 

Contact PowerVac now for an 

on site demo 08 9242 4751 


